
Product Item #

Perfectray

#1 Large Upper SPD1400

#2 Large Lower SPD1401

#3 Medium Upper SPD1402

#4 Medium Lower SPD1403

#5 Small Upper SPD1404

#6 Small Lower SPD1405

#7 Quad. Upper R/Lower L SPD1406

#8 Quad. Upper L/Lower R SPD1407

#9 Anterior SPD1408
Contents: 20 trays per box

Perfectray
The Perfect Tray for Any Procedure

For the perfect single-arch solution, look no further 
than our crystal-clear Perfectray disposable acrylic 
impression trays. With superior material retention 
and a wide variety of sizes and shapes to suit every 
patient, Perfectray has an option for all of your 
single-impression needs.
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•  Crystal-clear acrylic is transparent and gives 
visibility to the clinician

•  Perforations lock material into the tray, providing 
superior material retention and easier removal

•  High-quality, super-rigid acrylic provides 
exceptional accuracy, protecting the impression 
from distortion or deformation

•  Ergonomic handles and finger rests improve the 
clinician and patient experience, allowing the tray  
to be easily seated in the mouth
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redemptions or other special awards) is only permissible in accordance with discount program rules. By participation in such program, you agree that, to your knowledge, your 
practice complies with the program requirements. For HS promotions: This promotion offers a bundled discount. The cost of any “buy/get” (or “no charge”) items is a discount 
applied to your other purchases on the same invoice. The reportable value (unit price) of the “no charge” item will be identified on the invoice. To calculate the applicable discount 
on the other items on the same invoice, divide the total value (unit price(s)) of any no-charge item(s) by the total value (extension price(s)) of all other items purchased on the 
same invoice, and apply the resulting percentage equally to each item to determine net prices. For manufacturer promotions: The prices stated in the invoice or statement may 
reflect a discount or be subject to a rebate. You must fully and accurately report this stated discount price, or if applicable, any net pricing, after giving effect to any rebates, to 
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To Order: 1-800-372-4346 8:00am–8:30pm (et)
www.henryscheindental.com


